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To his birthday we give Karl Marx composed roses that are arranged in the pathway of a tetralemma / 'catuskoti' :

1:  Red Rose             - the one
2:  White Rose         - the other
3:  Red & White Rose   - both 1 & 2  (up to here it's Hegel's dialectics)
4:  Blackberry Dog Rose - neither 1 nor 2, nor 3 (both)
     ~
5:  Raag! (White Dug)      - not (neither 1 nor 2, nor 3 (both) - context jump: the creation

The tetralemma / 'catuskoti', which originates from the Indian logic, can serve as a scheme of action between idealism and
materialism / political pragmatism:
The struggle of divalent opposites as the motor of any development, as in Hegel's dialectics, is included as a core, it then 
becomes located stepwise in its respective context. 
Unlike Hegel, this development is less an unfolding one, but one that opens the still unknown in which then can be 'jumped' 
as a last step. The process can now start again in this new context - and will then jump into its unknown again. 
The tetralemma describes a path of realization that assumes that "the new" arises as a result of the process of taking over 
different positions: in theory and in individual life practice.

So we want to give Karl Marx this 'thinking- and action tool' - on a sensual level.
In his late years, he already might have stumbled across it, when he was thinking about non-european/british developments.
Today, he has to acclimate himself in this thinking attitude and the current circumstances.
Furthermore, he needs time and muse to reflect on the evolving decision-making possibilities. 
Therefore we give it to him, too: There are 10 seconds of silence in the piece. 

Thus, in 2018, Karl Marx could have some surprising effects on the material-level - based on this 'Indian idealism'.
At least in relation to his own life.



Red Rose

In "Red Rose" the performer composer transforms the communian to the special artistic partner, a real red rose, the
conviction that consciousness is a fundamental part of the universe and the synesthetic way of perception into a direct
and holistic expression of voice and body.

Also different parts of the plant become filters and instruments within the air flow of the voice.

White Rose

In “White Rose” the performer composer transforms the communian to the special artistic partner, a real white rose, the
conviction that consciousness is a fundamental part of the universe and the synesthetic way of perception into a direct 
and holistic expression of voice and body.

Also different parts of the plant become filters and instruments within the air flow of the voice. 

Blackberry Dog Rose

In “Blackberry Dog Rose” the performer composer transforms the communian to the special artistic partner, a real 
Blackberry Dog Rose, the conviction that consciousness is a fundamental part of the universe and the synesthetic way of 
perception into a direct and holistic expression of voice and body.

Also different parts of the plant become filters and instruments within the air flow of the voice. 

Little White Dug

Within the instant composition the performer composer’s voice became alive, transformed into a concrete little white
duck expressing through the performer composer’s consciousness, voice and body.



Intermediate concept

'tetralemmatic roses for a birthday' 
is a winning soundart-piece at
international composition competition 'Karl Marx - wilde Lieder'
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group, UK | Trier, Ger

At the price-giving in Trier, 09/2018, the german federal minister of justice was present. This was again a good starting point:
The Tetralemma found application in the ancient-indian justice system, so Johannes Winkler gave the minister a version 
of his Tetralemma-Card-Set* (he made for himself in personal use). So a new Tetralemma has started, one that jumped out 
of the piece itself 'back' into the political context (hopefully), where it could help at a pragmatical level again.

*refering especially to the Tetralemma- ideas and methods of Matthias Varga von Kibéd
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* Synesthesia is a perceptual phenomenon in which stimulation of one sensory or cognitive pathway leads to automatic, involuntary experiences 
in a second sensory or cognitive pathway. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synesthesia)

Elisabeth Anna Maria Kaiser

Elisabeth Anna Maria Kaiser is a singer (classical, extended, belt), voice performer, composer (academic studies at the Folkwang 
University of the Arts Essen, State University of Music and the Performing Arts Stuttgart), artist (academic studies at the University 
of the Arts Bremen) and synesthet*.

She is mainly interested in Contemporary Music, New Musical Theater, improvisation and performing arts.

Within her artistic work and research she is experimenting with herself by intensely exploring the nature of genuine consciousness 
as well as by creating and experiencing direct and authentic artistic expression in the attempt to explain the nature of genuine 
consciousness. Thereby can originate something new and until now unimaginable. 

She is motivated by the visionary description of a new kind of physics by the English mathematician and physicist Roger Penrose. 
He characterises quantum coherence in the macroscopic dimension as potential key to a non-computable action at the boundary 
between classical and quantum physics and therefore considers it a chance to approach the nature of genuine consciousness - 
directly connected with the fundamental space-time structure of this physics. 

Besides she correlates her artistic research to latest integrated approaches connected with insights in quantum physics, like "qualia 
science" or "fundamental awareness" by physicist Menas Kafatos and Dr. Neil Theise, that allow integration across widely different 
disciplines to the nature of consciousness on the assumption that non-dual awareness is foundational to the universe, not arising 
from interactions or structures of higher level phenomena. 

Emphasis of her international artistic work is the Project “Jaborosa” - Voice Performance together with nonhuman living beings as 
conscious identities, especially plants. 
Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser transforms her communian to these special artistic partners, her conviction that consciousness is a
fundamental part of the universe and the synesthetic way of her perception into a direct and holistic expression of voice and body.
Concerning her synesthetic perception for example in the moment of touching a velvet rose petal she can hear this concret kind of
touch perception.
She also hears different scents of roses through different sound perceptions.



Selected repertoire for voice

Wozzeck(Op. 7)    musical theater    Alban Berg (1925)
Sequenza III    for female voice    Luciano Berio (1965-66)
Aria     voice (any range)    John Cage (1966)
Only      solo voice    Morton Feldman (1947)
For voice, violin and piano        Morton Feldman (1976)
Faust’s lullaby for alto and electronics      Andrea Guterres (2017)
The Bells     for solo voice (to Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser)  Nickos Harizanos (2012) 
A dream(Op. 74)    contralto, violin    Nickos Harizanos (2012)
musique mogui doundou   vocal performance   Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser (2015)
Vogel     vocal performance with electronics  Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser, 
          Johannes Winkler (2013)
pteroplatytrygon     soundsculpture     Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser (2011/ 2013)
dasyatis ukpam     for solo voice and flame   Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser (2012)
dasyatis say    for solo voice and flames   Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser (2012)
moho      vocal performance   Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser (2012)
Stimmperformance mit einem Goldfaden      Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser (2012)
Lavant-Gesänge    for contralto and piano   Wolfgang Rihm (2000-2001)
Helike Athanatos    musical theater    Tania Sikelianou (2010) 
Choreographer for voice and body improvisation     Tania Sikelianou (2013)
Klangbuch der imaginären Wesen       Mario Verandi (2006)

Der Ring des Nibelungen(WWV 86)       Richard Wagner
Das Rheingold    Erda, Floßhilde
Siegfried     Erda
Götterdämmerung   erste Norn

Il trovatore    Azucena     Guiseppe Verdi
Un ballo in maschera   Ulrica     Guiseppe Verdi

L’italiana in Algeri    Isabella     Giachino Antonio Rossini

Mitridate, re di Ponto(KV 87)   Farnace     Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Messiah(HWV 56)        Georg Friedrich Händel

Selected choir productions

Gloriana (op. 53.)    musical theater    Benjamin Britten 
War Requiem    for choir and orchestra, 
     realized for theater   Benjamin Britten

Die Liebe zu den drei Orangen  musical theater    Sergei Prokofjew

Mefistofele    musical theater    Arrigo Boito

La traviata    musical theater    Giuseppe Verdi
Don Carlos 

8. Symphonie         Gustav Mahler    
          conductor: Lorin Maazel

9. Symphonie Ludwig van Beethoven



Selected projects

01.03.2018.-01.10.2018 “Flecken” - haunts and places of excitement in the rural region

Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser together with Dorothee Jakubowski, Klaus Erich Dietl, Karla Kreh, Stephanie Müller und Diet Rahlfs
Support, sponsoring: Landesverband Freie Tanz- und Theaterschaffende Baden-Württemberg, Ministerium für Wissenschaft, 
Forschung und Kunst Baden-Württemberg, Landratsamt Freudenstadt, Grosse Kreisstadt Horb am Neckar, Stiftung Landesbank 
Baden-Württemberg, Stiftung Volksbank Horb am Neckar, Kreissparkasse Freudenstadt
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
06.01.2018 “Als würde ein Windchen über die Nadelspitze pfeifen”

HR2 Kultur / broadcast
Electronic Composition, complimented with the real voices of Katja Uffelmann and Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Composer: Monika Golla
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
20.10.2017 John Voight: “Nether City”

Five years “Querklang am Berghang” together with the instrumental ensemble “arkestra convolt”, Heidelberg, Germany
Avant-garde story: John Voight
Improvisation: arkestra convolt
Recitation, Performer Composer: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organiser: “Querklang am Berghang” Heidelberg, “arkestra convolt”
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
30.08.2017 Project “Jaborosa” - vocal performance together with non human living beings

Film recording at the previous barrack yard Horb am Neckar, Germany
Performer Composer: Nonhuman living beings especially plants, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Film- and soundrecording: Klaus E. Dietl, Stephanie Müller
Concept: Nonhuman living beings, Klaus E. Dietl, Stephanie Müller, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organisation: platform München, Antonie-Leins-Künstlerhaus Horb am Neckar
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
17.08.2017 “Faust’s lullaby” - for alto voice and electronics

Glashalle Tübingen, Germany
Voice and improvisation: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Composition, electronics: Andrea Guterres
Organiser: kunstort ELEVEN artspace
(Südwestpresse 19.08.2017)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
14.08.2017 “Jaborosa”: “Rosengesang”

Audio recording at Bauer Studios, Ludwigsburg, Germany
Performer Composer: White Rose, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Performer Composer: Red Rose, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organiser: Produktionszentrum Tanz+Performance Stuttgart
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
19.05.2017 “Jaborosa”: “Rosengesang”

Showroom at Produktionszentrum Tanz+Performance Stuttgart, Germany
Performer Composer: White Rose, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organiser: Produktionszentrum Tanz+Performance Stuttgart
(Stuttgarter Zeitung 23.05.2017)



01.04.2017 “Jaborosa”: “Rosengesang”

“Kulturnacht” at Produktionszentrum Tanz+Performance Stuttgart, Germany
Performer Composer: White Rose, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organiser: Produktionszentrum Tanz+Performance Stuttgart
(Stuttgarter Zeitung 03.04.2017)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
02.10.2016 11. Internationale Stuttgarter Stimmtage 2016

Concert hall of the University of Music and Performing Arts Stuttgart, Germany
Performance of  “Sequenza III” for  female voice, Luciano Berio (1966)
Organiser: Akademie für gesprochenes Wort
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
15.08.2016 “Jaborosa”: “Rotstich” 

Garden for hardy succulents, Horb am Neckar, Germany
Perfomer Composer: Non human living beings, Monika Golla, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Live electronics: Monica Golla
Sponsorship: Antonie-Leins-Künstlerhaus Horb am Neckar, Landkreis Freudenstadt, Nationalpark Schwarzwald, Oberschwäbische 
Elektrizitätswerke
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
13.02.2016 “geister.tanz.stimmen” - A hearing and eyesight theatre

Franz K. Reutlingen, Germany
Vocalists in the studio for vocal art and new music theater at the University of Music and Performing Arts Stuttgart:
Catherina Berzé, Marta Bauzà, Natalia Merlano Gómez, Emanuel Fluck, Han Gao, Shirin Hudajbergenova, Elisabeth Kaiser, Robin 
Neck, Chisa Tanigaki, Johanna Vargas, Viktoriia Vitrenko
Speaker: Florian Esche and Steffen Hofmann
Dance: Petra Stransky
Electronics: Alexander Noelle and Konstantin Heuer
Musical study Luciano Berio / A-Ronne, Carlo Gesualdo / madrigals and Misato Mochizuki / Halai: Viktoriia Vitrenko
Conducting: Konstantin Heuer
Light and technique: Ralf Bayer
StimmTanzLabor and choreography: Petra Stransky
Direction, scene, musical study: Prof. Angelika Luz
Organiser: Franz K. Reutlingen, Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Künste Stuttgart
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
10.01.2016, 12.01.2016 “geister.tanz.stimmen” - A hearing and eyesight theatre

Concert hall of the University of Music and Performing Arts Stuttgart, Germany
Organiser: Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Künste Stuttgart
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
09.10.2015 “musique mogui doundou” - Music lives. 

Bürgerkulturhaus Horb am Neckar, Germany
Performer Composer: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
“I want to be free of my fragmented, conditioned mind, dissolve me in the transcendental consciousness and experience myself as 
field of all possibilities. These awareness processes can create themselves as forms of voice and body.” (Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser)
Organiser: Grosse Kreisstadt Horb am Neckar, Antonie-Leins-Künstlerhaus Horb am Neckar
________________________________________________________________________________________________________      
26.07.2015 “Jaborosa”: “Hochzeitstag”

Garden of hardy succulents, Horb am Neckar, Germany
Performer Composer: Non human living beings, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organiser: Antonie-Leins-Künstlerhaus Horb am Neckar
(Südwestpresse 28.07.2015)



11.05.2015 Festive opening: Stuttgart liest ein Buch mit Judith Schalansky

City library Stuttgart, Germany
Voice performance of Mario Verandi’s “Klangbuch der imaginären Wesen” with Live Elektronics
Mario Verandi: Live-electronics and musical direction
Angelika Luz: Scene and production
Organiser: Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Künste Stuttgart
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
24.-26-02.2015 “Musiktheatralische Sinnesminiaturen”

House of History Baden-Württemberg, Germany
Performance of my own piece “Mohn”, a creation of a visionary human-plant ball with voice and dance to the exhibition “Der erste
Weltkrieg und die Sinne”
Direction: Angelika Luz, Petra Stransky
Organiser: Haus der Geschichte Baden-Württemberg, Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Künste Stuttgart
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
November 2014 “Attaca” - Festival for New Music

Theaterhaus Stuttgart and “Rampe” Stuttgart, Germany 
Chant/ Performance: I. a. Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organiser: Südwestdeutscher Rundfunk
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

30.08.2014 “... Das wir frey seyen ...” - An interdisciplinary theater in a concrete area

Antonie-Leins Artist Residency Horb am Neckar, Germany
Direction/ Choreography: Marie-Luise Thiele
Performer: Christine Chu, Monika Golla, Nickolaus Heyduck, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser, Wolfram Karrer, Susanne Resch, Michael 
Rieth, Michael Stoll, Marie-Luise Thiele
Sponsorship: Antonie-Leins-Künstlerhaus, Landesverband Freier Theater Baden-Württemberg e.V., Ministerium für Wissenschaft, 
Forschung und Kunst des Landes Baden-Württemberg, Stiftung Landesbank Baden-Württemberg, Landkreis Baden-Württemberg 
(Südwestpresse 02.09.2014)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
26.07.2014 “Jaborosa”: “Aeonium”

Garden for hardy succulents Horb am Neckar, Germany 
Performer Composer: Non human living beings, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Organiser: Antonie-Leins-Künstlerhaus Horb am Neckar
(Südwestpresse 29.07.2014) 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
31.01.2014 Foundation of the ensemble “Jaborose” out of plants and aliens together with Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
19.11.2013-31.12.2016 artist residency at Antonie-Leins-Künstlerhaus Horb am Neckar, Germany
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
06.07.2013 voice + electronics recital

Fournos - Centre for Digital Culture, Athens, Greece
Performer: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Performer Composer: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Composition: John Cage, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser, Νίκος Χαριζάνος, Τάνια Σικελιανού, Πέτρος Φραγκίστας, Κώστας Μαντζώρος,
Johannes Winkler
Organiser: Fournos - Centre for Digital Culture Athens
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2013 “Vogel”   voice performance

Performer Composer: Non human living beings, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
“I actually become a bird. The quantum entangled conscious identities could create and perform art together within their 
consciousness.” (Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser)



2012 performance together with a golden fiber

Performer Composer: Golden fiber, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Sensual body experiences with a golden fiber of 18ct lead to vocal actions, transform the fiber into an artificial object. At the same 
time the material fiber becomes canto and art.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2012 “Klanginsel Tribschen”

Richard Wagner Museum Luzern, Switzerland
Musical theater, chant, improvisation: Claire-Marie Dreiseitl, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser, Christina Strotzinsky
Composition: Andres Bosshard
Organiser/ Sponsorship: Stadt Luzern, Richard Wagner Gesellschaft, Kanton Luzern, Kulturförderung, Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft 
der Stadt Luzern, MIGROS kulturprozent, JOSEF MÜLLER STIFTUNG - MURI
(Bosshard, Andres: Wie sich beim Hören aus synästhetischer Perspektive Zeit und Raum dehnen. In: Wolkenkuckuck  
sheim, Internationale Zeitschrift für Theorie der Architektur. Jg. 18, Heft 31, 2013. http:// cloud-cuckoo.net/fileadmin/hefte_de/  
heft_31/ artikel_bosshard.pdf [25.11.2013]. S. 227–234.)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2012 “The Bells” - for solo voice

For Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Voice: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser 
Composition: Nickos Harizanos
(Online Merker 22.02.2014)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
12.08.2012 “warm night for sound” - concert

Place of cultural interest “Hellenikon Idyllion” Patras, Greece
Performance: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser, Tania Sikelianou
Composition:  John Cage, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser, György Kurtág, Tania Sikelianou
Organiser: Hellenikon Idyllion 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
25.05.2012 “split/ me/ resonance” - voice performance and video installation

In interaction with the installation of the artists Alessandro Fonte and Shawnette Poe as well as the video of Fabio Rao Elisabeth A. 
M. Kaiser was performing 2012 in the Roman Chiostro del Bramante. The concept was chosen for the concert series Vari(e)azioni. 
Within the performance called Split/ Me/ Resonance Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser transformed sensory stimuli, the influence of the 
surroundings, the situation and her emotions into action moments of voice. Unshod she had to transport water within her mouth 
over roman travertin stone to reach her alter ego rising up and down inside a well.
Organiser/ Sponsorship: DART CHIOSTRO DE BRAMANTE, vari(e)azioni, Roma Capitale, Simet S.p.A., J&B Provider E.C.M.
(Flash Artonline.it  22.05.2012,  
Artribune: www.artribune.com/dettaglio/evento/12226/split-me-resonance)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
22.04.2012 “moho” - living being

Performer Composer: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2012 “dasyatis say” - for solo voice and flames

Composition: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
2012 “dasyatis ukpam” - for solo voice and flame

Composition: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2011/ 2013 “pteroplatytrygon”  - soundsculpture 

Composition: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser 



19.11.2011 “Aria” - voice (any range)

Festival “America!Now”  at  the Philharmonics Essen, Germany
Performer: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
Composer: John Cage (1966)
Organiser: Philharmonie Essen
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2009/  2010 “Trilocha” - musical theater for voice and live electronics 

Composition: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2008/ 2009 “random graph”- for voice, live electronics and video

Premiere 2009 at the  Folkwang University of the Arts  Essen, Germany
Voices: 
Bright: Irina Simmes 
Less bright: Maike Albers
Medium dark: Hasti Molavian
Dark: Enguerrand Cuisset
Live electronics, video: Johannes Winkler, Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
2007/ 2008 “The M, R-Systems - for percussion 

Premiere 2008 at the University of the Arts Bremen, Germany
Percussion: Henning Bergmann, Igor Krasovsky
Composition: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2002/ 2003 “Logarithmus” -  Sinusspiral for eight loud speakers

Elektronic composition: Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser 
Premiered in Bremen for the application European Capital of Culture within the project  “Meer der Möglichkeiten” together with Nick 
Hafermas, Joachim Heintz, Youngi Pagh Paan.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ongoing projects

2014-
“Jaborosa” - voice performance together with nonhuman living beings
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2012-
Singing together with nonhuman conscious identities, amongst others via quantumentanglement* between neuronal 
structures. 

* “Quantum entanglement is a mysterious thing that lies somewhere between direct communication and complete separation—and
it has no classical analogue whatever.” (Penrose, 1995, shadows of the mind: 294)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________





Assessements

State University of Music and the Performing Arts Stuttgart Discipline of Vocal Arts

Elisabeth Kaiser is an ardent explorer of her own vocal possibilities which she always seeks and develops in connection with her 
instrument body.

                (Prof. Angelika Luz, Stuttgart, 16th June 2016)

Folkwang University of the Arts Discipline of Composition

Ms Kaiser participated in the study of Electronic Composition with a highly varied degree of implementation procedures within 
the electro acoustic music genre. This included her particular interest for the relationship between musical instruments and the 
human voice together with electronics. As a singer and composer, Elisabeth Kaiser has recently concerned herself a lot with voice 
and electronics in her Life Electronic Projects. Her work with visual media also played a significant role. Ms Kaiser is the sort of 
composer who is thorough in her analyses. Her compositions are often strongly permeated with scientific knowledge. This ranges 
from themes based on quantum mechanics to psychological theories. She has a broad comprehension of scientific concepts and, 
after thoroughly familiarizing herself with them, she is able to use them to the benefit of her compositional work. Very helpful in 
this is her tendency towards systematisation. She was able to apply this systematisation in her last project on the handling of the 
human voice, almost resulting in the production of a basic “Theory Book for Vocal Care”. Composition is of itself much more for her 
than just application of theory in music; she has the ability to implement the theoretical into a musical sensation. Ms Kaiser is an 
exceptional interpreter and artist who, besides composition, also brings her works to the stage with meanigful performances.

               (Prof. Dirk Reith, Essen, 15th Frebruary 2013)

    Discipline of Chant

Elisabeth Kaiser is characterised by an extraordinary voice. 
Although in classical terms a contralto she reaches pitches in the coloratura range. 
Due to her very well-learned technique she is able to meet the requirements of contemporary music which usually includes wide 
singing ranges and manyfold sounds.
She masters all aspects of an opera singer.
Through her versatile education she can broaden her mind and get this interesting view about music which in turn makes her very 
creative.

                       (Mgr Jagna Sokorska-Kwika, Essen, 18th November 2012)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
“(...) Before performer and composer Elisabeth Kaiser (voice) had brought to virtuosic life Nickos Harizanos’ „The Bells“ for female 
voice/ contra-alto (originated 2012).”

                (Online Merker, 22nd February 2014)





Elisabeth Anna Maria Kaiser   

Contralto, Vocal Artist, Performer Composer

Wintergasse 1
72160 Horb am Neckar, Germany

Mobile 0049 (0)151 68802019
Mail eam_kaiser@gmx.de

www.produktionszentrum.de
www.elisabethannamariakaiserbandcamp.com

Photos © Steffi Schöne

All photos in this document will be provided full-scale on request.
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Johannes Winkler

Johannes Winkler is an artistic researcher and composer.

Academic studies at Folkwang University of the Arts Essen. 
Currently at Tamil Culture Fine Arts Academy Germany.

His work includes compositions of contemporary music, visual and conceptual arts, software prototypes, 
instrumental experiments and 'aesthetic learningcontexts'.

Basis of his recent works is his ongoing project SAC (subjective autocollages), a 'recursive interaction' between individual 
experiences and a simple software that supports to condense subjectivity. Questioning his own relations to languages, logics, 
dreams and social acts.

At present he is studying south-indian music, especially in form of the rhythmlanguage konnakol and its further experimental
applications. He engages with Anushaant Nayinai Wijayan (master of mridangam) to publicize its possibilities for didactics
of rhythm (inspired also by the proposals of Rafael Reina).

In his format 'aesthetic learningcontexts' he composes and presents the results of his artistic research, including lecturing
and performing guests as 'intermezzi'.

www.johanneswinkler.de

www.guteklavierstunde.wordpress.com

YouTube: guteklavierstunde

www.konnakol.de



selected works

SAC - subjective autocollages
2014 - 2018
a way to condense subjectivity; basis for other works
concept / experience / software / visual collages
ongoing project  

'Konnakol - an aesthetic learningcontext'
2018, Jan
Vocal (Konnakol) and composed lecture with Anushaant Nayinai Wijayan (Mridangam)
Deutsch-Amerikanisches Institut Tübingen 

electroacoustic compositions
2007 - 2018
tetralemmatic roses for a birthday  2018 - with Elisabeth Anna Maria Kaiser
venture      2017 - ongoing - series - with Richard Zöllner
6 Mantras     2014 - series
dialects     2014 - series
hohler Grund     2013 - series
Vogel     2013 - with Elisabeth Anna Maria Kaiser
random graph    2008 - with Elisabeth Anna Maria Kaiser
eidyllion     2007

instrumental experiments
2015 - 2018
piano, tabla, konnakol - as a result of SAC 
YouTube: guteklavierstunde

Thani Avartanam in Adi Thala
2017, Sept
Vocal Solo (Konnakol) - Vani Pooja Fest, St.Clemens Maria Hofbauer, Essen 

software
2008 - 2013 / 2018
SAC  2014 - 2018  - ongoing
Jw-Objects 2008 - 2013  - Supercollider and maxmsp Tools
  2013      - 1. prize at SC-Code-Marathon, ZKM Karlsruhe

further works
www.johanneswinkler.de





Johannes Winkler

artistic research, composer

Eltingplatz 24
45141 Essen
Germany

Email: johannes_winkler@gmx.de
Tel: 0049 0201 8938057

www.johanneswinkler.de
www.guteklavierstunde.wordpress.com
YouTube: guteklavierstunde
www.konnakol.de

Photos © Johannes Winkler
last Photo © A. N. Wijayan - Workshop with Karaikudi Mani at TCFA Germany, 2017


